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WARREN ZEV HARVEY is a professor in the Department of Jewish Thought at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem. He is the author of many studies on medieval and modern Jewish philosophy, including Physics and Metaphysics in Hasdai Crescas (1998). Professor Harvey’s research has focused, among other things, on the influence of Greek and Roman philosophy upon the Rabbis, the connection between poetry and philosophy in the works of Solomon ibn Gabirol and Judah Halevi, the Maimonidean elements in the teachings of Moses Mendelsohn and Solomon Maimon, and the land of Israel in Jewish philosophy. Professor Harvey, who received his PhD in philosophy in 1973 from Columbia University, has held visiting appointments at Yale, McGill University, Georgetown University, University of Pennsylvania, the École Pratique des Hautes Études and the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales. He received the prestigious EMET Prize in the Humanities in 2009.

The Yeshiva University Center for Jewish Law and Contemporary Civilization at Cardozo School of Law brings together scholars of varied legal traditions and fields, creating a cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary dialogue that contributes a distinctively Jewish legal perspective on issues in law and culture. CJL sponsors a wide range of academic activities, including an innovative curriculum in Jewish law and legal theory, workshops, colloquia and conferences, as well as programs designed to support students and emerging scholars.

The late Dr. Ivan Isaak Meyer, who practiced law in Germany and New York City, was a generous supporter of Jewish education in the New York area. In 2004, the Ivan Meyer Visiting Scholar in Comparative Jewish Law was established at Cardozo School of Law.